“ I am in the mountains, and the mountains are in me.”
– John Muir

surrounded by nature.
embraced by luxury.
For more than 120 years, Hotel Jerome has defined the
true character of the Rocky Mountains, drawing visitors
from around the world with its natural mix of graceful
elegance and authentic mountain spirit.
In 2012 the legendary gathering place was exquisitely
updated by world-renowned Auberge Resorts with a
sophisticated redesign, new restaurant, and 93 distinctively
reimagined luxury guestrooms and suites.
Discover why Hotel Jerome is now, more than ever,
“Aspen’s Crown Jewel.”

HOTEL EXTERIOR

GUEST ROOM

Aspen’s new
signature flavors
Hotel Jerome’s longstanding tradition of culinary excellence
is showcased in its variety of dining options, including Prospect,
the newest addition to Aspen’s renowned culinary scene.
Offering modern preparations of classic cuisine, this new
bistro serves a wide array of innovative American dishes in
a distinctive, stylish setting.
The Living Room also beckons with its richly inviting
furnishings, tapas style cuisine and signature cocktails. And
of course there’s the beloved J-Bar, once Hunter S. Thompson’s
de facto office, where you can saddle up to the famous
chinoiserie bar for the best burger in town. No wonder the
J-Bar is known as Aspen’s favorite watering hole.

Living Room

PROSPECT RESTAURANT

Restoration and
renewal

Assembly and
Celebration

Inspired by Aspen’s history, the new Auberge Spa treatment
program reflects the traditions of natural healing practiced
for centuries in the Roaring Fork Valley. The intimate,
modern facility offers treatments that incorporate medicinal
plants and river-bed minerals used by the Ute Indians for
promoting health and well being.

A legendary gathering place since the silver mining days,
Hotel Jerome infuses special events with the magnificence
of the Rockies, making it Colorado’s ideal venue for
corporate meetings and grand galas.

With its vast menu of revitalizing treatments, the spa
celebrates the resurgence of natural alternatives and integrates
them with advanced technology to support balance, health
and vibrancy. For an invigorating workout with mountain
views, the fitness center features Precor equipment and
a functional training area with a TRX station.

Our 10,000 square feet of flexible indoor and outdoor
event space and experienced staff ensure that every detail –
from the menu to the planning of unique activities for
your guests – is executed flawlessly.
For an elegant, once-in-a-lifetime occasion, you’ll
find our spectacular venues will deliver a memorable
Aspen celebration.

WHEELER ROOM

Your summer,
spring, fall and winter
wonderland.
Once a thriving cultural nexus and quintessential alpine
retreat, Aspen is as famous for its sophisticated dining,
theater, art and shopping as it is for its outdoor adventure.
Unrivaled activities await all year round from snow sports
in the winter to golf, hiking, fly fishing, biking and much
more in the summer. Aspen also offers world-renowned
cultural events including music, film, dance, and food and
wine festivals throughout the seasons.
You’ll easily discover why it’s always a great time to
visit Aspen.
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Tel: 877 725 2074
330 East Main Street Aspen, CO 81611 • hoteljerome.aubergeresorts.com

www . aubergeresorts . com
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